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Cannibals and Vampires in Aeschylus and O’Neill


	Aeschylus and Eugene O'Neill have populated their trilogies with cannibals and vampires. Family members feed off one another both literally and figuratively. For the houses of both Agamemnon and Ezra Mannon, this bloodlust is insatiable and inherited, an inescapable curse. A family curse provides the dramatic force necessary to push characters toward pivotal actions and events. At the conclusion of both trilogies the curse is finally broken (or at the very least supplanted). While O'Neill and Aeschylus articulate the destructive and violent effects of the curse in similar terms, each playwright breaks the curse to achieve distinctly different thematic goals. The curse is described and decentered in order to be critiqued.
	Both families attempt to consume themselves. A desire for revenge, to enforce a personal code of justice, carries the family curse from generation to generation. The house of Agamemnon is virtually born out of cannibalism. Tantalus, the founder of the house, is tormented eternally in Hades for feeding the gods the flesh of his sons Pelops. Much later, Agamemnon himself is held accountable for his father's cannibalism by Aegisthus. Aegisthus' desire for revenge is overshadowed only by Clytemnestra's thirst for her husband's blood. She speaks of his corpse as a sacrificial animal and likens his blood to wine. Compelled by Apollo, Orestes also carries the curse. He was fed by his mother's milk as a child but now he will only be satisfied with his mother's flesh. Only Orestes and Electra survive.
	The Mannon family implodes, leaving only one survivor, Lavinia. The Mannon's self destructive hunger has a sexual tension absent in the Greek trilogy. This incestuous obsession reiterates the self perpetuating nature of their legacy of hatred and violence. They too feed off each others' suffering, yet there is an almost symbiotic need for each member to survive. More like vampires than cannibals, they drain their victims slowly over time. However, no Mannon thrives from this practice. As the action of the play unfolds Ezra and Christine are drained and cast aside. Their deaths, coupled with Orin's death which follows, bring greater suffering to Lavinia not release from responsibility as she might have hoped. Like Orestes she is both an agent and a victim of her family's curse.
	Though achieved by different methods, judgment is passed in each play. The family curse will not claim another generation. Aeschylus uses a court founded by Athena to pass judgment where O'Neill asserts the power of the individual. Orestes and the Furies agree to abide by the decision of the court and Athena casts the tie breaking vote. Orestes escapes retribution fro his deeds and with that the cycle of vengeance is broken. The Furies must also be rehabilitated by Athena and then assimilated into the new order. Their anachronistic curses will no longer plague Greece. O'Neill allows Lavinia to punish herself. Rather than acquiesce by committing suicide or submit to the inferior judgment of society at large, Lavinia renounces the world and retreats behind the Greek facade of her family home never again to see the light of day. The Mannon curse must end with her. In order to shield others (especially Peter) from her family's curse, she willingly relinquishes her hope of happiness. She punishes herself. To assert her will, to break the curse, she must choose to be stifled.
	Based on the eventual end of each family curse, to what conclusion (if any) does each playwright point? Put simply, how do we as an audience pass judgment on such curses? Aeschylus distances the audience from the curse. It is an event firmly rooted in the past. By the end of the trilogy order is reasserted and new and better institutions have been created. Such curses have no place in this newly established order. Aeschylus allows us to bear witness to the devastating effects of the curse from a safe distance, the enlightened future, and possibly learn something from it. 
	O'Neill's suggestion is deceptively broad as well. He seems to be more concerned with the development of an individual psyche in relation to its fate. Vinnie's final act of sheer will seems to elicit the question: does asserting one's will lead inevitably to greater suffering and death? Within the confines of the play the answer seems to be yes. Of course without asserting one's will, death is also inevitable. O'Neill seems to suggest that we all suffer from a common curse, our mortality. Regardless of the many battles we age and victories we win, in the war against death we will always lose. It is a basic (inherently tragic?) condition of life. Death is inevitable, but all else is negotiated. Vinnie realizes that her actions (for better or worse) help to shape other people's fates. She is not exonerated of all responsibility in a court of law like Orestes. She has no god upon which to defer blame. She does not chose to escape from her responsibility through suicide like her mother or brother. The weight of acting responsibly toward others even at her own expense is part of her punishment. Unlike other characters in both trilogies, Lavinia's sense of justice at the conclusion does not separate her from her responsibility to others. Vinnie must reconcile her actions and her self within the context of two curses: the Mannon curse and the "curse" of being a mortal human being. In witnessing Vinnie's negotiation with life and death, perhaps we come closer to accepting and understanding that how we react to and shape our fate is as, if not more, important than our eventual death. 

